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ABSTRACT 
Let S be a singular graph. We study conditions on the vertices of S to extend 
Jordan chains for the generalized nullspace of each minus M-matrix A with sin- 
gular graph S. The conditions are the interlevel, the strong interlevel, and the 
strong predecessor p operties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue an investigation begun by Bru, Cant6, and 
Tam [1] and followed by Bru and Cant6 [2] on nonnegative properties of 
Jordan bases for the generalized nullspace of a singular M-matrix. 
More specifically, let S be a loopless, acyclic, transitive directed graph; 
we study sufficient conditions for the existence of nonnegative chains in a 
.Jordan basis for the generalized nullspace E(A) of each minus M-matrix 
A with singular graph S. 
Bru, Rodman, and Schneider [3] showed that a Jordan basis B for an 
A-invariant subspace of E(A) can be extended to a Jordan basis for E(A) 
if and only if B has the constancy property (CP) and the depth property 
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(DP). Furthermore, Ferrer, Puerta, and Puerta [7] proved that if a family 
of linearly independent chains has the CP and the weak depth property 
(weak-DP) then it has also the DP. 
Our goal is to obtain a linearly independent set of vectors together with 
the corresponding chains satisfying the CP and the weak-DP properties, for 
all minus M-matr ix  A with singular graph S. For this, we introduce three 
new properties, the interlevel predecessor property, the strong interleveI 
predecessor p operty, and the strong predecessor p operty, on the vertices of 
S associated with those vectors. These properties are generalizations of the 
predecessor property given by Richman and Schneider [13]. Furthermore, 
we study the relations between them and obtain that if a set of vertices T of 
S has the strong predecessor property then T has the interlevel predecessor 
property. Moreover, if the union of T and its previous level in S has the 
interlevel predecessor property then it has the strong interlevel predecessor 
property. We show that the other relations between the three predecessor 
properties are not true. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give the defi- 
nitions and notation. In Section 3 we define the interlevel predecessor prop- 
erty to obtain linearly independent chains of vectors associated with ver- 
tices of different levels of S. Sections 4 and 5 study sufficient conditions, 
on vertices of S, to obtain chains of vectors with the CP and the weak-DP 
properties, respectively. Finally, in Section 6 we connect he results given 
in the previous sections to construct a Jordan basis for E(A). 
We remark that in [6] we presented Corollary 4.1 and Theorems 5.1 and 
6.1. In this paper we introduce a more detailed description of the results, 
together with their proofs. 
2. DEFINIT IONS AND NOTATION 
Almost all the definitions and notation are given in [1, 3, 8, 11]. Let (n} 
be the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. The cardinality of a set T is denoted by card(T). 
Let A be an n × n matrix. We denote by N(A) the nullspace of A. 
Let q be the index of a singular matrix A, that is, the smallest nonneg- 
ative integer such that N(Aq) = N(Aq+I). Let E(A) = N(A  q) be the 
generalized nullspace of A associated with the eigenvalue 0. The sequence 
(?~1, T]2,.-., T]q) where qk = dim(N(Ak)) - dim(N(Ak-1)),  k E (q), is called 
the height characteristic (or Weyr characteristic) of A. 
For a vector x c E(A) we say that the height of x, denoted by ht(x), 
is the minimal nonnegative integer h such that Ahx = O. If x ~ 0, we say 
that the depth of x, denoted by dp(x), is the maximal nonnegative integer 
d such that x = Ady, for some vector y C E(A). 
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A basis B for E(A) is a height basis for E(A) if the number of vectors 
of height k in B is equM to ~k- A sequence x, Ax, . . . ,  Ak-lx of vectors in 
E(A) is a Jordan chain derived from x; x is the top of the chain. Let B 
be a height basis for E(A). We recall that Hershkowitz and Schneider [9] 
obtained a Jordan basis for E(A) that is derived from a subset of B and it 
is called a Jordan basis linked to B. 
A r We always assume that A is in Frobenius normal form A = ( iY)i,j=l, 
i.e., a block lower triangular form where each diagonal block is a square 
irreducible or the 1 × 1 null matrix. Also, every vector x E E(A) is parti- 
tioned according to A and (x)~, i E (r), denotes the subvector of x formed 
by the ith block component. 
The reduced graph R(A) of A is the graph with vertices et {1, 2 , . . . ,  r} 
and where ( i , j )  is an arc if and only if the block Aij ~ 0. A vertex i in R(A) 
is singular if the matrix Aii is singular. The set of all singular vertices in 
R(A) is denoted by S. We say that the level of i in R(A) is k if the maximal 
number of singular vertices on a chain ending at i is k. 
The singular graph S(A) of A is the graph with the vertex set S and 
where (i,j) is an arc if and only if i ~ j and there is a chain from i to j in 
R(A). Note that S(A) is always a loopless, acyclic, and transitive-directed 
graph, and so we refer to a singular graph as a loopless acyclic, transitive- 
directed graph. Let Ak be the kth level of S(A), i.e., the set of all vertices 
of level k in S(A). We denote by ~k = card(Ak). If S(A) has p levels, then 
the sequence (A1, A2,. . . ,  Ap) is called the level characteristic of A. 
A square matrix A is called a minus M-matrix if -A  is an M-matrix. 
It is well known (see [13]) that for a minus M-matr ix A the index q of A 
is equal to the number p of levels in S(A). 
Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 < k < q, for each vertex 
j E Ak, and let A(j) be the set of all vertices i E Ak-1 for which there exists 
an arc from i to j. I fT  C_ Ak, let A(T) = UjET A(j)  and F(T) = Ak- I (T ) ,  
where At(T) = A(Az- I (T) )  for l E (k - 1). We say that T has the l- 
predecessor p operty (/-PP) if there do not exist disjoint nonempty subsets 
J~, J2 C T such that Al(J~) = At(J2). For 1 = 1, we say that T has the 
predecessor p operty. Note that if T has the / -PP  then T has the r -PP for 
all r E (l). 
3. NONNEGATIVE JORDAN VECTORS 
In the following, let S be a singular graph with q levels and let A be 
any minus M-matr ix  with singular graph S. Associated with each singular 
vertex a E S we consider a nonnegative vector u E E(A) satisfying the 
following properties: 
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R1 Aku is a nonnegative vector for k > 0. 
R2 For each vertex i in R(A)  the block component (Aku)i  is positive if 
and only if there is a chain in R(A)  from i to c~ that contains k + 1 
or more singular vertices. 
To each singular vertex in R(A), we can always associate a vector with 
Properties R1 and R2. This vector is called a Rothblum vectorof A in [1, 5]. 
The existence of these vectors was given in [14], and Cant6 and Bru [5] 
studied the relation between these vectors and the preferred bases given 
by Hershkowitz and Schneider [10]. From now on, we assume that c~ (k), 
k • <q), denotes a singular vertex of level Ak and u (k) the corresponding 
vector satisfying Properties R1 and R2. Furthermore, if we consider a family 
set of vertices t {Ti}i= 1 such that 
T, = c 2 < k, < q, (3.1) 
• " " ~ r i  J - -  "~ - -  - -  
where kl > k2 > " -  :> kt, then 
(k~) A (k,) . Ak~-l ,  (k~) , . .  , , i • ( t ) ,  (3 .2 )  
denote the nonnegative Jordan chains derived from the vector u~ k~) satis- 
fying Properties R1 and R2 associated with the vertex - (k~) of Ti. c~j 
Bru et al. [1] showed that if Ti has the (ki - 1)-PP, then the vectors 
{Ak'-lulk')}[~=l are linearly independent• It is easy to see that if Ti has 
the (k~ - 1)-PP and Tj has the (kj - 1)-PP, with k~ ~ kj, then the set of 
vectors {Ak'-lu~k')}[~=l L){Ak~-lu~kJ)}[~=l is linearly dependent. Therefore 
we introduce a new property, the interlevel predecessor property for vertices 
of different levels of S. Furthermore, Theorem 3.1 shows that if a set of 
vertices has the interlevel predecessor p operty, then the nonnegative chains 
of vectors associated with those vertices are linearly independent. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let {Ti}~=l 
be a family set such that Ts is given in (3.1). We say that T = Use<t> Ti 
has the interlevel predecessor property (IPP) if there do not exist disjoint 
nonempty subsets J1, J2 c T such that F(J1) = F(J2).  
Note that the IPP generalizes the PP given for vertices in only one level. 
In fact, if T has the IPP then each Ti has the (ks - 1)-PP, but it is easy to 
obtain a graph where the converse is not true. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let t {Ts}i=l be 
a family set such that Ts is given in (3.1). I f  T = [JiE(t) Ts has the IPP  
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FIG. 3.1. Singular graph S1. 
A2 
A1 
then the nonnegative chains (3.2) are linearly independent, for all minus 
M-matrix A with singular graph S. 
Proof. Since T has the IPP  then for i E (t), Ti has the (k~ - 1)-PP and 
r - -k~-  1 (kl) l r i  the set Bi = 1A uj tj=l is linearly independent. By Lemma 2.1 of [4] 
it is sufficient o prove that B = (-Jic(t) Bi is linearly independent. 
Suppose by contradiction that B is linearly dependent; then 
t ri 
eij A 'aj 
i=1 j=l 
---- 0, (3.3) 
with eij ~ 0 for some i E (t), j c <ri). Since the vectors are nonnegative, 
it is clear that  there are at least one positive coefficient and at least one 
negative coefficient. So, we can write (3.3) as 
eij~"k~-1~j(k') = -- ~ ~sAk'-luJ k`), (3.4) 
( i , j )ef i l  (i, j)efi2 
where 
~1 ~-  {(i , j )  ] e~j > 0, for i e <t),j e <ri)}, 
~2= {( i , j )  leij <0 ,  fo r iE  <t),jC <ri)}. 
(k~) ~ (k,) £t2} are Note that  31 = ray I(i, j) c f~l} and J2 = taj I(i, j) E 
disjoint nonempty subsets of T. Furthermore, from (3.4), F(J1) = F(J2), 
which contradicts our assumption on the IPP. • 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the singular graph Si in Fig. 3.1. Let T1 -- 
{a~3)} C A3 and let T2 = {a(2),a(42)} C A2. Clearly Ti LJ T2 has the IPP; 
then by Theorem 3.1 the nonnegative chains 
3), As?) A2u?; :) - - , ,ff4U 3 ,U4  ,AS  4 j~ 
are linearly independent for all minus M-matrix A with singular graph Si. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S be a singular graph with q > 3 levels. Consider 
Ti C_ Aq andT2 C_ Aq_ i. IfTiUT2 has the IPP, then for all minus M-matrix 
A with singular graph S, there exists a Jordan basis for E(A) such that the 
number of nonnegative vectors (in the basis) is, at least, 
q" r l  + (q - 1) • r2 ,  where ri = card(T~), i = 1, 2. 
Proof. Consider a minus M-matrix A with singular graph S. If we 
apply Theorem 3.1 then 
R = { Ah-,u?), Ah-lu? ), , Ah-lu(q)}rl L1 
t-J{A~-lu~q-1),AZ-lu?-i),...,Al-iu(~-i)}~-: (3.5) 
is a set of nonnegative linearly independent chains. Therefore by Lemma 
2.1 of [4] and by Theorem 3.6 of [8] R can be completed to a height basis 
B for E(A). Furthermore, ~q >_ r l  and ~q-i >_ ri + r2. 
Note that the vectors {ul q), u(2q),..., u(q) } are the tops of rl  nonnegative 
Jordan chains of length q in a Jordan basis J linked to B (see [9]). Let 
ti = ~/q - r i  _> 0. If tl -- 0, we have constructed all Jordan chains of length 
q in J. If t l  > 0 ,  by Corollary 6.12 of [9] there exist tl nonnegative vectors 
{v~ q), v(q),..., v~ q)} in E(A) such that all the ,q Jordan chains 
{Ah- lu~ q) Ah- lu(q) .  Ah-lv~q),  zl h-1. (q) q 
' ' ' ' '  r l  ' '"  ' ' ' "  U~I }hml  (3 .6 )  
of length q in the basis J consist of nonnegative vectors• 
If r2 ~ t l  there are, at least, q .r l  + q. tl _> q. rl + (q - 1). r2 nonnegative 
vectors in J and the theorem follows. 
Now we consider that r2 > tl. By (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain that 
B1 = {Aq- lu~q), .  Aq- lu  (q)" Aq-2u l  q- l)  Aq-2u  (q-1)], 
• " ' r l  ' ' " " " ' r2  J 
and 
B2 = {Aq-iu~ q)' " " ' ' Aq-lu(q)'ri ' Aq- lv~ q) , • • • , "Aq-l~'(q)-t, }
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Fm. 3.2. Singular graph $2. 
are two linearly independent sets of vectors in N(A). Then it is possible to 
choose t2 r2 - t l  vectors in B1 (for instance,  {Aq-2'u,~q-1),. Aq-2~, (q-l) l~ 
such that together with the vectors of B2 they form a linearly independent 
set of vectors. Therefore by Lemma 2.1 of [4] we obtain the following linearly 
independent chains 
{Ah-lu~q),Ah-lu~q) ' ~h-1 (q). Ah-lv}q) Ah-Zv(q)~q 
• . . ~ 2 t  ~rl ~ " ' " ' t l  J h = l  
[j {Ah-lulq -1) Ah-lu~ q-l) Ah-lu(q-1)l,q-1 
~' ' '~  t2 Jh=l"  
Note that the set of vectors {u~ q-l) u (q-l) } is included in the basis ~' " ' ~ t2  
B and by construction of a Jordan basis J linked to B, these vectors are 
the tops of t2 nonnegative Jordan chains of length q - 1 in J. Therefore 
there are, at least, q- r l  + q. tl + (q - 1) • t2 >_ q. rl + (q - 1) • r2 nonnegative 
vectors in J and the theorem follows. • 
Consider the sets T1 and T2 in Example 3.1. Since T1 U T2 has the IPP, 
then by Theorem 3.2 there exists a Jordan basis for E(A) with, at least, 
q. r l  + (q - 1) - r2 = 7 nonnegative vectors, for all minus M-matr ix  A with 
singular graph S1 in Fig. 3.1. 
Now we ask what happens if we extend Theorem 3.2 to more levels. We 
recall [11] where Neumann and Schneider obtained a negative answer• 
EXAMPLE 3.2• Consider the singular graph $2 in Fig. 3.2. Clearly T1 © 
T2 has the IPP, where Zl = {oz~ 4) } C A4 and T2 = {a~ 2)} C A2. 
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If Theorem 3.2 could apply to levels q = 4 and q - 2 = 2, we should 
obtain that  for all minus M-matr ix  A with singular graph $2, there exists, 
at least, q • r l  + (q - 2) - / '2  - -  6 nonnegative vectors in a Jordan basis for 
E(A). However, if we consider the minus M-matr ix  
1 0 
0 1 
A= 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 
1 1 0 
where the blocks missing are nulls and its singular graph is $2. Then the 
height characteristic of A is (4, 2, 2, 1) and the maximum number of non- 
negative vectors in any Jordan basis for E(A) is 5 [11, Example 4]. 
4. CHAINS WITH THE CONSTANCY PROPERTY 
Recall that  the vector x C E(A),  x ~ 0, has the constancy property if 
either Ax = 0 or Ax ~ 0 and dp(Ax) = dp(x) + 1. In particular, we say 
that  a Jordan chain x, Ax , . . . ,  Ah- lx has the CP if and only if 
dp(A ' - l x )  = dp(x) + i -  1, i E (h). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 < k < 
q, for each vertex a (k) E Ak, we define the operator P(a (k)) as the set 
of all vertices a E Ut~(k-1) At for which there exists a chain of vertices 
from a to a (k) with two or more singular vertices. If T C_ Ak, let P(T) = 
Uo~(k)ET P(a (k)) and PZ(T) = P(Pi-I(T)) for l e (k - 1). 
REMARK 4.1. It is easy to prove the following properties: 
1. Pk - l (a (k ) )  C Pk-2(a(k))  C .." C P2(a(k)) C P(a(k)).  
2. P~(a (k)) n Ak-~ = Al(a(k)), l C (k - 1). 
3. AZ(a(k)) C Pl(a(k)),  l E (k - 2). 
4. /kk- l (a(k))  -~ pk-l(a(k)). 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let 2 < k < q. A vertex c~ (k) E Ak is final if there is 
not any chain from c~ (k) to another vertex of S, that  is, if a (k) ¢ Uqt=2 P(At).  
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any minus 
M-matr ix  with singular graph S. Let B = {u~ t), t E (q}, i E (At}} be a 
basis for E(A) such that - (t) is a vector satisfyinq Properties R1 and R2. 
d (t) I f (A  u i )~(kl =O, for aUt E (q} , iE  {At), thendp(u (k)) <_d-1 .  
Proof. Suppose that  dp(u (k)) = h > d; then Ahy = u (k) for some vec- 
v 'q  V,~, ~ o (t) then u (k) = Ahy - -  Et=h+l  to ry  E E(A).  Let y = z.~t=l A. i=I t J i t~i q 
;~, ~ Aho (t) Since ,--d (th ~ i£1  ,u ~i • ~,a u i )~(k) = 0, then by Property  R2 
A h (t)~ ui )~(k) =0,  tE  (q}, iE  (At}, d< h<t -1 .  (4.1) 
x-~q ~'.,At h (t) Now 0 < (u(k))a(~) = z-.~t=h+l z..,i=l fl~t(A u i )~(~) = 0, where the last 
equality follows by (4.1). Then we have a contradiction. • 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 < k < q. 
I f  u (k) is a vector satisfying Properties R1 and R2 associated with a final 
vertex c~ (k) E S, then dp(u (k)) = 0, for all minus M-matr ix A with singular 
graph S. 
Proof. Since c~ (k) is a final vertex then c~ (k) ¢ q Ut=2 P(At).  Let A be 
any minus M-matr ix  with singular graph S and let B be a basis for E(A)  
with the vectors satisfying Propert ies R1 and R2. By Property  R2 and 
Definition 4.1 we have (Ault))~(k) = 0, for all t E {q), i E (At). Then by 
Lemma 4.1 the theorem follows. • 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 < t < q -  
1 and T = {a~ t), a~t) , . . . ,  a (t) } C_ At. We say that  At+IUT has the strong in- 
terlevel predecessor property (SIPP) if there do not exist disjoint nonempty  
subsets J1, J2 C At+l UT  such that  T C J1 U J2 and F( J1)  = F(J2). 
REMARK 4.2. Note that  if A t+ lOT has the S IPP then T has the ( t -  1)- 
PP. Furthermore,  if At+l U T has the IPP  then At+l U T has the S IPP  but 
the converse is not true as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. For the singular graph $3 in Fig. 4.1, A3 U {a (2)} has 
the S IPP  but not the IPP. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any minus 
M-matr ix  with singular graph S. Let 2 < t ~ q, and T = {(~t) . . . ,  a(t)} C_ 
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FIG. 4.1. Singular graph $3. 
A2 
A1 
As. Let k E (t - 1). If  T has the k-PP then the set of block components 
is linearly independent. 
Proof. The proof follows a way similar to that  of Theorem 3.1. • 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any 
minus M-matr ix with singular graph S. For 2 <_ k <_ q - 1, let u (k) 
be a vector satisfying Properties R1 and R2 associated with the vertex 
0/(k) E S. I f  dp(u (k)) = d, Ad+k+l U {a (k)} has the SIPP, and At has 
the (d + k)-PP for d + k + 2 < t < q, then the nonnegative chain of vectors 
u (k), Au(k) , . . . ,  Ak - lu  (k) has the CP. 
Proof. Since dp(u (k)) = d, we have Adz = u (k) for some vector z E 
E(A).  Now we consider two possibilities. I f  d + k = q, the maximal  chain 
z, Az , . . .  ,Adz = u (k), Au(k) , . . .  ,Ad+k- lz  -~ Ak- lu  (k) 
has the CP and it is not necessary under any condition. 
If  2 _< d+k < q-  1, we only need to prove that  dp(Ak- lu  (k)) = d÷k-  1. 
Note that  dp(A k-  1 u(k)) > d ÷ k - 1; hence it is sufficient o show that  there 
does not exist any vector y C E(A) such that  Ad+ky ---- Ak - lu  (k). 
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Suppose by contradict ion that  Ad+ky = Ak-lu(k) for some vector y E 
E(A). Similar to Lemma 4.1 the vector y E E(A) can be written as 
q At 
y = ~>__~ X-" ~ (t) 
t= l  i=1 
where U = {ul t), t E (q), i E <At)} is a basis for E(A) such that-u i(t) satisfies 
Propert ies R1 and R2. Then 
Ak-~u (k) = Ad+ky = 
q At 
E X TMn Ad+ko (t) 
/ . b' it  z'~ t~ i • 
t=d+k+l  i= l  
(4.2) 
[ad+k ( t ) \  Otherwise, by Property  R2, ~ u i )A,~+k(A,, ) = 0, t < q, i E (At). 
Now, by (4.2), 0 = 0+~)~1 fliq(Ad+kUlq))z~,,+~(i,, ). Since Aq has the (d+k)- 
PP, by Lemma 4.2 the set of subvectors {(Ad+kulq))A,,+~(h,)}~"l is l inearly 
independent. Therefore fliq = 0, for all i E (Aq}. Now, Eq. (4.2) can be 
writ ten as Ak- lu  (k) = Eq-~Tkq_ i  K-~At fq Ad+ku (t) Z-~i-~l Mit i • 
Since At has the (d+k) -PP ,  d+k+2 < t < q - 1, we apply consecutively 
Lemma 4.2 to each level q - 1, q - 2 . . . .  , d + k + 2 and conclude that  
flit = 0, d+k+2<t<q,  ic()~t>. 
Then Eq. (4.2) becomes 
0 = -Ak- lu(k)  + 
Ad+k+l 
E ~ . . Ad+ku(d+k+U 
~' i ,d+k+l  i " 
i=1 
Since Ad+k+l U {a (k) } has the S IPP we use a similar proof of Theorem 3.1 
to obtain a contradiction; then the theorem follows. • 
Note that  if k = q (respectively, k = 1) then the corresponding non- 
negative chain of vectors u(q),Au(q),... ,Aq- lu  (q) (respectively, u0)) has 
always the CP and the condition of Theorem 4.2 is empty. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let 2 < k < q - 1 and a (k) E Ak be a final vertex. If 
Ak+l t3 {a (k)} has the SIPP and Al has the k-PP, k + 2 < I < q, then the 
nonnegative chain of vectors u (k), Au(k) , . . . ,  Ak - lu  (k) has the CP, for all 
minus M-matrix A with singular graph S. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, dp(u (k)) = 0. Now, the corollary follows by 
Theorem 4.2. • 
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We recall the singular graph $3 in Fig. 4.1. Since A3 t2 {a (2) } has the 
SIPP and A4 has the 2-PP, then by Corollary 4.1 the nonnegative chain 
{u(42),Au(42)} has the CP for all minus M-matr ix A with singular 
graph $3. 
Now, we introduce a new operator Fd(a (k)) and Theorem 4.3 gives a 
new condition to obtain a nonnegative chain of vectors with the CP. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 < k < q 
and let A be any minus M-matr ix with singular graph S. Let u (k) be a 
vector satisfying Properties R1 and R2 associated with the vertex a (k) • S. 
If dp(u (k)) = d, we define the operator 
pk- l (a(k)) ,  
Fd(a(k)) : pk-l(t~(k)) \ q Ut=d+k+l pd+k (At), 
i fd+k=q,  
i f2<d+k<q.  
If T = k)} C Ak and dp(uJ k)) = d, j • (r), we write 
rd(T) = rd(a k)) • 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any 
minus M-matr ix with singular graph S. Let 2 < k < q - 1, and let u (k) 
be a vector satisfying Properties R1 and R2 associated with the vertex 
c~ (k) • S. If  dp(u (k)) = d and Fd (c~ (k)) # ~, then the nonnegative chain 
u (k), An(k) , . . . ,  Ak- lu  (k) has the CP. 
Proof. Since dp(u (k)) = d, we need to prove only that dp(Ak- lu  (k)) = 
d + k - 1, that is, that there does not exist any vector y E E(A)  such that 
Ad+ky = Ak-lu(k).  
Suppose that Ad+ky = Ak- lu  (k) for some vector y C E(A).  Using nota- 
tion introduced in Theorem 4.2, we have Eq. (4.2). 
Let a C Fd(oz(k)); then a E Pk- l (a(k)) ,  that is, (Ak-lu(k))a > O. Fur- 
thermore, a • q Ut=d+k+l pd+k (At); then by Property R2 and Definition 4.1 
we have {Ad+k~'(t) '~ : O, d + k + 1 < t < q, i 6 (At). Now by (4.2) 
we conclude that 0 < (Ak-lu(k))a q x-,~ ~ rAd+ku(t) = Et=d+k+l  Z.~i=l ~'itk ~ i )a  = O, 
which is a contradiction. • 
COROLLARY 4.2. I fFo(a (k)) # O, then the chain u (k), An(k) , . . . ,  A k-1 
u (k) has the CP, for all minus M-matrix A with singular graph S. 
Proof. Since F0(a (k)) # 0 then a (k) is a final vertex of S. In the other 
case for some t (k+l  < t < q), there exists a vertex a E At such that a (k) E 
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FIG. 4.2. Singular graph $4. 
P(a). Then Pk-l(a(k)) C pk (a) and F0(a (k)) c pk-l(a) \ Pk(a) = O, 
which is a contradiction. 
Therefore by Theorem 4.1, dp(u (k)) = 0 and the corollary follows by 
Theorem 4.3. • 
REMARK 4.3. Clearly Fo(a (k)) ¢ 0, then Ak+l U {a (k)} has the SIPP. 
The converse is not true since the graph $3 in Fig. 4.1, Fo(a(4 2)) = 0. 
Therefore we cannot apply Corollary 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the singular graph $4 in Fig. 4.2. Then Fo 
(a~ 2)) = {a~ 1) } ¢ 0; hence by Corollary 4.2 the chain {u~ 2), Au~ 2) } has the 
CP, for all minus M-matrix A with singular graph $4. Note that A4 has 
not the 2-PP; then we cannot apply Corollary 4.1. 
5. CHAINS WITH THE WEAK DEPTH PROPERTY 
Recall that a linearly independent set of vectors {xl, x2, . . . ,  x,.} has the 
depth property if 
dp(131xl + ' "  +/3rxr) = min{dp(xj) I J E (r) and t3j ¢ 0}. 
A family of linearly independent chains 
xj, Axj,..., Ah~-lxj, j E (r), where hj = ht(xj) ,  
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has the weak depth property (weak-DP) if 
dp(~lAhl- lXl  + . . .  + ~rAh~-lxr) 
= min{dp(AhJ-lxJ) I J • (r) and flj ~ 0}. 
REMARK 5.1. Note that  a family of linearly independent chains has the 
weak-DP if and only if for 0 < k < q - 1, the set 
{Ahj - lx j  I dp(AhJ- lxj) = k, j • (r) } 
has the DP. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any 
T t family set such minus M-matrix with singular graph S. Let { i}~=1 be a 
that Ti is a set of vertices given in (3.1). Let 2 < ki <_ q - 1 and suppose 
that dp(Ak'-lu~ k')) = d, for all i • (t), j • (ri). / fAd+2 U Uie(t) Ti has the 
IPP and At, d + 3 < l < q, has the (d + 1)-PP, then the family of linearly 
independent nonnegative chains (3.2) has the weak-DP. 
Proof. The set Uie(t) Ti has the IPP  because Ad+2 U Uie(t) Ti has the 
IPP. Then by Theorem 3.1 the nonnegative chains (3.2) are linearly inde- 
pendent. Since dp(Ak~-lu~ k')) = d, we need to prove only that  
5=1 ~3"" ~j ; =d;  
hence it is sufficient to prove that  there does not exist any vector y E 
E(A) such that  Ad+ly t r~ ~k.-1 (k~) ~-- E i= I  E j=I  CijA " U s • As in Theorem 4.2 we 
suppose by contradiction that  Ad+lY ---- ~-~-i=lt rl QjAk,-lu~kD, for E j= l  some 
vector y • E(A). If  we consider a basis B for E(A) with vectors u} k), 
k • (q), l • {Ak), satisfying Properties R1 and R2, then the vector y can 
x,)~k ~ u(k) 
be written as y = ~-~=1 ?--,1=1 Plk l and 
t r l  q )~k 
i=1 j= l  k=d+2 l=1 
Since dp(Ak'-lu~k') i = d then dp(u~ k')) < d - ki + 1, that  is, ki ~ d + 1. 
Now, we work in a way similar to that  in Theorem 4.2. If d -- q - 1 the 
chains have the weak-DP and it is not necessary under any condition. If 
(Ad+l~ (k)~ 0 < d < q - 2, then ~ ~z JA(,~+I)(A,,) = 0, for k < q, l E (~k), and since 
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A2 
A1 
t ki < d+l  < q -2+1 < q, we have E i=I  r~ Ej=I  QJ( Ak'-l" (k,)~ -= O. __ __ (~j )A(d+l)(Aq) 
Then by expression (5.1) we obtain that 
O:  O ~- ~_.~t)la[ "/-1 c~l )~(,/+D(A,~)" 
l=1 
Since Aq has the (d + 1)-PP, by Lemma 4.2 the set of block components 
d+l~ (q) Aq {(A ~ )A(d+l)(A,,)}i= 1 is linearly independent, so/3lq = 0, l E (Aq}. On 
the other hand, since At has the (d + 1)-PP, d + 3 _< l < q, we apply 
consecutively Lemma 4.2 to levels q - 1, q - 2 , . . . ,  d + 3 and conclude that 
13zk = 0, d + 3 < l < q, l E (Ak>. Then Eq. (5.1) becomes 
t r~ ~,t+2 
0 = EE( - -£ i J )Ak i - I ' I I '~  ki) q- E fll 'd*2Ad+luld+2)" 
/=1 d=l /=1 
(5.2) 
Since Ad+2 [-J Uie <t) Ti has the IPP we use a proof similar to that of Theorem 
3.1 and obtain a contradiction. • 
REMARK 5.2. Note that if d = q - 1 then we need only that Uie(t) Ti 
has the IPP to assure by Theorem 3.1 that the family of chains (3.2) is 
linearly independent. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the singular graph $5 in Fig. 5.1. Let 
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and let 
A = 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 0 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
u(2 3) = (0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 )  T, 
u (2) = (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,1 )  T 
be the vectors associated with the vertices a (3) and a(4 2) , respectively. Then 
A2u~ 3) = (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,  O, 1, 1) T ,  
Au(4 2) = (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,  1) T 
and dp(Au~ 2)) = dp(Au (2)) -- 2. As A4 u {a~a),a (2)} has the IPP  then 
by Theorem 5.1 the family of l inearly independent nonnegative chains 
¢ (3) ~ (3) --2 (3) (2) - -  (2)~ 
ftU2 ,J-lU 2 ,2t  U 2 ;U 4 ,2 iU 4 i* has  the  weak-DP .  
THEOREM 5.2. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 <_ k < 
q and let A be any minus M-matr ix  with singular graph S. Let T = 
{a~k), . . . ,a(~ k)} C_ Ak a set of vertices. If  dp(Ak-lu~k)) = k -  1, j C (r}, 
Ak+l U T has the SIPP, and Al, k + 2 < l < q, has the k-PP, then the 
family r (k )A  (k) Ak--1 (k)~r lUj , Uj , . . . ,~  Uj )j=l has the weak-DP. 
Proof. In a way similar to that  of the proof of Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
the following equation similar to Eq. (5.2), 
r Ak+l 
0 = E(--£j)Ak- lu~ k) -~ E ~l'k+lnku}k+e)' 
j~ l  /=1 
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where ej ¢ 0, j E (r}. Since Ak+l U T has the SIPP, we obtain a contradic- 
tion. • 
The operator  Fd(a (k)) given in Definition 4.4 depends on the depth of a 
vector u (k) satisfying Propert ies R1 and R2 associated with the vertex (~(k). 
Now, we introduce a new operator  Td(C~(k)), which depends on the depth of 
the eigenvector Ak-lu (k). Furthermore, Theorem 5.3 gives a new condition 
to obtain a family of l inearly independent chains of vectors with the weak- 
DP. For this, we define the strong predecessor property in Definition 5.2. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let 2 < k < q 
and let A be any minus M-matr ix  with singular graph S. Let u (k) be a 
vector satisfying Propert ies R1 and R2 associated with the vertex a (k) E S. 
If  dp(Ak- lu  (k)) = d, we define the operator 
Pk-l(a(k)), if d=q-1 ,  
Td(a(k)) = pk-l(a(k) \ q d+l 
Ut=d+2 P (At), if 0 _< d < q - 1. 
If T = {a{k), a~ k), ,a  (k)} C Ak and dp(A k - ' -  (k) . . .  _ aj  )=d, j  E (r} , we write 
Xd(T) = 
REMARK 5.3. Let dp(u (k)) = r and let dp(Ak- lu  (k)) = d; then d >_ 
r + k - 1 and by Remark  4.1 we obtain, 
rT(  (k)) c 
rr(a(k)) = 
i fd>r+k-1 ,  
i fd=r+k-1 .  
DEFINITION 5.2. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any 
T t minus M-matr ix  with singular graph S. We consider a family set { i}i=l 
such that  Ti is a set of vertices given in (3.1) and dp(Ak~-lu~kd) = d, 
i E {t}, j E (ri}. We say that  T = Uie(t)Tt  has the strong predecessor 
property (SPP) if the following two conditions hold: 
• Td(a J  kd) 7 ~ 0, at least for card(T) - 1 vertices of T. 
• There do not exist disjoint nonempty  subsets J1, J2 C T such that  
Wd(J1) = Td(&). 
REMARK 5.4. It is easy to obtain the following properties: 
• Let d = q - 1; T has the SPP if and only if T has the IPP. 
• For 0 _< d < q -  1, if T has the SPP then T has the IPP. 
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FIG. 5.2. Singular graph $6. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the singular graph $6 in Fig. 5.2. Let T1 = 
sac 2) a(2)l {a (3)} cA3,1etT"2 = t 1 , 5 j cA2 ,  and let  A be the following minus 
M-matr ix  with singular graph $6 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
A= 0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
We consider the associate vectors 
u~ 2) = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1)  T, 
u(5 2) = (0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0)  T, 
u (3) _-- (0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0)T;  
0 0 
0 0 
o o) 
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then dp(Au~ 2)) = dp(Au~ 2)) = dp(A2u~ 3)) = 2. Note that the set T1 U T2 
has the IPP but it has not the SPP because T2(c~ 2)) = 0 and T2((~ 2)) = 
T2((~ 3)) __-- {O~(31)}. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any 
minus M-matr ix with singular graph S. Let {Ti}~=l be a family set such 
that Ti is a set of vertices given in (3.1). Let 2 <_ ki <_ q - 1 and suppose 
that dp(Ak~-lu~k')) = d, i c (t>, j E (r~). If T = [.Jie(t) Ti has the SPP, 
then the family of linearly independent nonnegative chains (3.2) has the 
weak-DP. 
Proof. Since T has the SPP by Remark 5.4 T has the IPP  and by 
Theorem 3.1 the nonnegative chains (3.2) are linearly independent. As 
in Theorem 5.1 we suppose that  there exists a vector y E E(A) such 
that  Ad+ly t r~ Ak.-1 (k~) : E i= I  E j=I  e~jA ' Uj ; then Eq. (5.1) holds. Furthermore,  
ki _< d + 1. Now, we consider a proof similar to Theorem 4.3. Since T has 
the SPP we consider, for simplicity, Td(T)  = {a~l) c~1) _(1)1 , , . . . ,~s  l, where 
s > card(T)  - 1. Then the set Td(T)  C_ ~i~(t)~J~<n> pk~- l (~k~)) ,  that  
[Ak -1. (kl)\ [-Jl=d+2 P (At), then by is, ~ ' ~j )Yd(T) > 0. Otherwise, Td(T)  ~t q d+l .
(~d+l  (k)\ Proper tyR2 and Definition 4.1 we have ~ u z )~ =0,  d+2_< k <_ q, 
/ E {Ak}. So, Eq. (5.1) becomes 
- i  (k,)] E E £ij(Ak~ Uj /T,I(T) 
i=l j=l 
= o. (5.3) 
Now we consider two possibilities. If s >_ card(T),  since T has the IPP  by 
ffAki--l~ (ki)~ Lemma 4.2 the set of block components ~ ~j )Td(T), i E (t}, j E 
(ri}} is linearly independent and from (5.3), e/j = 0, i E (t), j E (ri), which 
is a contradict ion and the theorem follows. 
If  s = card(T)  - 1, then there exists a vertex in T, for instance, a I , 
zAkl--1 (kl)~ such that  the associate vector satisfies (n  Ul )T,,(T) = 0; then by (5.3), 
rl t ri 
(Akl-1. (kl)~ 
j=2 i=2 j= l  
=0.  
Now, we can work as above and obtain the contradiction. 
Let us now consider the singular graph $5 in Fig. 5.1. Then T2(a~ 3)) = 
T2(a(42)) = {aO)}; therefore {a~3),a (2)} does not have the SPP and the 
condition of Theorem 5.3 does not hold. 
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For the singular graph $6 in Fig. 5.2, the set {a~ 2), (2) (3)~ a5 ,a3 I does not 
have the SPP and it is easy to see that 
dp(A2u~ 3) -  Au~ 2) + Au~ 2)) = dp((0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,1) T) = 3; 
then the family of chains has not the weak-DP. Now consider the new sets 
{a~ 3)} C A3 and {a~ 2)} C A2. Since T2(a~ 2)) = ~ and T2(a~ 3)) = {a~l)}, 
then ~a(3) a(2) t 3 , 1 } has the SPP and by Theorem 5.3 the family of linearly 
independent nonnegative chains {u~2),Au~2)'u(3), Au(3) ,  3 ,A2u(3)13 j has the 
weak-DP. Note that A4 U {a (3), a~ 2) } has not the IPP and the condition of 
Theorem 5.1 does not hold. 
6. EXTENSION OF NONNEGATIVE JORDAN CHAINS 
If we consider only the two last levels q -  1 and q of a singular graph S, in 
Theorem 3.2 we construct a Jordan basis for E(A) with some nonnegative 
chains of vectors. Furthermore, we give a lower bound for the number of 
nonnegative vectors in the Jordan basis. Now, we obtain a new result when 
we use different and arbitrary levels of S. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let {Ti}~=l be a 
family set such that Ti is a set of final vertices given in (3.1). If Ak,+l UTi, 
i E (t), has the SIPP andAl~ has the ki-PP, k i+2 < li <_ q, then the 
linearly independent onnegative chains (3.2) can be extended to a Jordan 
basis for E(A), for all minus M-matrix A with singular graph S. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.1 each chain has the CP and dp(Ak~-luJ kd) = 
ki - 1, i c (t), j E (re). Since kl > k2 > ..- > kt, the conditions of Theorem 
5.2 hold for i E (t); then the family of linearly independent nonnegative 
chains {Ak'-l@ kd }~:1 has the weak-DP, and by Remark 5.1, the family of 
chains (3.2) has the weak-DP. By Proposition 3.2.5 of [7] and by Theorem 
2.1 of [3] the theorem follows. 8 
For the singular graph $3 in Fig. 4.1 we consider the sets 
T1 = {O~ 3) } C A3 and T2 ---- {O~(2),O~ (2)} C A2. 
Since A4 (A T1 has the SIPP, A3 U T3 has the SIPP and A4 has the 3-PP, by 
Theorem 6.1 the linearly independent onnegative chains 
(4) A (4) A2 (4) A3 (4) (4) A (4) A2u(4 ) A3u(4). 
U 1 ,~q_U 1 ,~1. U 1 ,2 t  U 1 ;U2  ,z~tU2 ' 2 ' 2 , 
(3) A (3) A2u~3);u(42) A (2). (2) A (2)~ 
U 1 ~2=IU 1 , , f i lU  4 ,U  6 ,2 t i / '  6 
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can be extended to a Jordan basis for E(A), for all minus M-matrix A 
with singular graph $3 in Fig. 4.1. That is, we construct a Jordan basis for 
E(A) with, at least, the above nonnegative vectors. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let A be any 
minus M-matrix with singular graph S. Let {T{}[_{ be a family set such 
that T{ is a set of vertices given in (3.1). If dp(@ {)) = d, Fd(@ k{)) # 
O, and T{ has the SPP for i E (t}, j E (ri}, then the family of linearly 
independent onnegative chains (3.2) can be extended to a Jordan basis for 
E(A). 
Pro@ By Theorem 4.3 each chain has the CP and dp(Ak~-l@ k')) = 
d + ki - 1, i C {t}, j E (ri}. Therefore, by Theorem 5.3 the family of 
r *k -1  (k~) r~ linearly independent onnegative chains ~A ~ uj }j=l has the weak-DP 
for i E (t}. Then, by Remark 5.1 the family of chains (3.2) has the weak-DP 
and the theorem follows by Theorem 6.1. • 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let S be a singular graph with q levels. Let {Ti}~: 1 
be a family set such that Ti is a set of vertices given in (3.1). If Fo(a~ k')) # 
0 and T, has the SPP for i C (t}, j C (r~), then the family of linearly 
independent onnegative chains (3.2) can be extended to a Jordan basis for 
E(A), for all minus M-matrix A with singular graph S. 
Pro@ By Corollary 4.2, dp(uJ kd) = 0 and by Theorem 6.2 the corol- 
lary follows. • 
For the singular graph S 4 in Fig. 4.2 we consider the sets {o~ 4) } C A4 
and {a(a2),a(4 2)} C A2. By Corollary 6.1 the linearly independent nonneg- 
ative chains ,tUl" (4), "~IUla (4), A2u~4), A32t u 1(4)', u3(2), Au~ 2) ; u (2) , An (2) } can be ex- 
tended to a Jordan basis for E(A), for all minus M-matrix A with singular 
graph $4. 
Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1 give two independent conditions on ver- 
tices of S to extend the corresponding nonnegative chains of vectors to 
a Jordan basis for the generalized nullspace of all minus M-matrix with 
singular graph S. The following example shows that the converse is not 
true. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the singular graph S 7 in Fig. 6.1. Since Ak has 
the PP, for k = 2, 3, by Theorem 5.6 of [13] we have ,j = A = (3, 3, 2), for 
all minus M-matrix A with singular graph $7, and by Theorem 6.5 of [13] 
there exists a nonnegative Jordan basis for E(A). 
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(3) (3) 
Oll e. $.Ol2 A3 
c~3 A1 
O~i 1) O~ (1) 0/(31) 
FIG. 6.1. Singular graph $7. 
On the other hand r (3) (3) (2) (1) (1) (1)~ iUl ,u  2 ,u  1 ,u~ 2),u~ 2),u 1 ,u 2 ,u 3 ~ is ahe ight  
basis for E(A),  and by construction of a Jordan basis linked to a height ba- 
• (3) (3) 2 (3) (3) (3) 2 (3) (2) (2) . . 
sm[9] ,{u  1 ,Au 1 ,A  u 1 ;u  2 ,Au 2 ,A u 2 ;u  3 ,Au  3 } lsanonnegat lve  
Jordan basis for E(A).  Since Aa tO {a~2)} has not the S IPP  the hypothesis 
of Theorem 6.1 does not hold. Similarly, since Fo(a~ 2)) = 0, the hypothesis 
of Corol lary 6.1 does not hold. 
The authors acknowledge fruitful suggestions and remarks by Professors Rafael 
Bru, Hans Schneider, and Bit-Shun Tam. 
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